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Hayami Sierra

Hayami Sierra is a player character played by Gabriel.

Hayami Sierra

Species: Minkan
Gender: Female

Age: 18
DOB: July 14, YE 16

Height: 5'1“ (1.55m)
Weight: 100lbs (45.4kg)

Organization: Yamatai National Police
Occupation: Analyst

Rank: Sergeant
Current Placement: Special Investigations Unit 4

Physical Characteristics

Height: 5'1” (1.55m)
Mass: 100lbs (45.4kg)
Measurements: 36C-22-33

Build and Skin Color: Sierra is a short, Caucasian girl with a larger C sized bust. She's slightly skinny
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for her height, although she does have large hips for her size.

Eyes and Facial Features: Sierra has average sized, soft, almond shaped eyes. They are a soft blue,
with just a hint of green towards the outsides.Her nose is a little smaller than one would expect.

Ears: Sierra's has normal sized, round ears.

Hair Color and Style: Sierra's hair is blonde, with a little brown mixed in. She normally wears her bangs
parted down the middle and tucked behind her ears, while the rest of her hair hangs over her ears and in
front of her shoulders.

Distinguishing Features: None

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Sierra is the type of girl who likes to be sexually promiscuous, yet play hard to get once
she had they guys' attention. A “tease”, as some people might refer to her; she enjoys to dress in yoga
pants and the tightest tank tops that she can find while usually filling her sentences with sexual tones
and innuendos. She likes to be the life of the party, stealing the attention of the men in the room, and is
the type of person that doesn't dislike very many people. Very much an extrovert, Sierra loves to spend
her time socializing, impressing others being a motivating drive behind much of what she does.

Although Sierra may put on this facade, she is still a virgin (being only flirtatious and rarely acting on her
inferred intentions) and longs for a committed relationship though she can't help but give in to the mask
she's been wearing for so many years. The events of her life have left her sense of relationships warped,
leading her to commitment issues as well as a fear of changing her ways. She also enjoys talking about
technology and science, though she only does so in very specific company in order to avoid a loss in her
popularity.

Likes: Flirting, boys, attention, praise, technology, science, and friends.
Dislikes: Failure, rejection, feel unwanted, loneliness, hatred, vulnerability.
Goals: To one day find love, to be adored by those around her, to be praised by those above her,
and to be admired by those below her.

History

Hayami Sierra's History

This section contains Sierra's history.

Family
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Sierra comes from a large family, being the only girl from a group of four older brothers. Her parents both
work together in computer manufacturing, where the two of them first met.

Pre-RP

Sierra grew up in Central Uesureya, a city near Kyoto where her parents worked in manufacturing, as the
youngest of her siblings. Her four older brothers, Rai (19), Kasuke (21), Yosano (22), and Romero (24),
were always bringing their male friends over to the house when they were kids. As most young girls do,
she developed crushes on some of her brother's friends and was always trying to get their attention so
she could spend time with the “big kids”. She quickly learned the tricks to getting a guy's attention,
especially from Rai's friends, since they were only a year older than her. Around the age of 12-13 was
when her flirtatious personality began to form as she learned to seduce the attention of her brothers'
friends.

Meanwhile, Sierra's popularity with the older boys (even if most of them were just trying to humor a
friend's little sister) in school earned her popularity with many of the girls her own age. They all thought
highly of her because of her ability to get boys to pay as much attention to her as she wanted. From the
start of her teenage years she quickly began drawing connections between how quickly she could find a
new boyfriend and how highly the girls her age thought of her. Although many of the girls Sierra thought
of as “unpopular” would always call her a slut, she didn't mind what she did because in her eyes it was
okay as long as sex wasn't involved.

By the time she was nearing the middle of secondary school Sierra had acquired a large group of
“followers” that consisted of 20-25 of the “popular girls” in school. To those around her she seemed like
the happiest girl in the world who simply had it all, and sometimes she felt like she was. However, with
her always having a large group with her, she never had the experience of bonding with just a couple
people, and thus she never really had anyone that she would consider a “best” friend. This gap in her
social life left some slight psychological damage, leading her to develop commitment issues that would
plague the rest of her life. She spent the next several years poorly attempting to build long-term
relationships, but she had little experience in that area and her reputation preceded her, thus she slowly
began to convince herself that the best way for attention was the flirtatious attitude that she had been
using for years. These self-destructive thoughts and behaviors have left her sense of commitment
severely warped from what a normal person would conceive, although she still desires the love of
another.

Despite her popularity being her first priority, as well as her desire for love, Sierra still managed to keep
up with school. While she wasn't the best or the brightest, she skimmed by with slightly above-average
grades. Her highest grades were always in her technology classes because, unlike her stubborn brothers,
she was willing to accept help from her parents. She became very good with gadgets and computers,
which led her to become interested in the technology industry. However, manufacturing was never her
fancy so, to her parents dismay (since she was the youngest and thus their last hope), she pursued a
career in justice rather than follow her parents footsteps and working in computer manufacturing.

Once her schooling was complete, she took an additional semester of coursework that concentrated on
many of the skills that she felt would be useful for police work. Halfway through the semester, she jointly
enrolled in a Yamatai National Police Academy, which she graduated from in the spring of YE 34. During
her time as a legal adult, she had to adjust to the idea of not having her usual group of friends around
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that she had grown up with. Her desires for love and attention only grew because of this and she slowly
convinced herself that she needed to take her flirtatious behavior to the next notch, planning to soon
submit herself to a more sexually aggressive lifestyle, one that would insure her virginity would not last
much longer.

Currently, having been sworn in as a Computer Analyst for the YNP and requested placement into Special
Investigations, she awaits assignment to her first unit.

Skills

Fighting

Sierra character received hand-to-hand combat training during her additional semester of coursework,
followed up with a rigorous training program conducted by the Yamatai National Police. She is skilled and
experienced in combat both in Yamatai-like conditions and in zero-gravity, with and without weapons.
She is most competent in the areas regarding energy pistols and knives, although she has received
power armor training as well.

Knowledge (Law)

Having taken several courses during secondary schooling, as well as additional courses during her extra
semester and her time in the YNP Academy, Sierra attained a fairly decent understanding of the workings
of Yamataian Law and the Yamataian Legislative Process.

Analysis

Sierra has a complex knowledge of basic and advanced general analysis, mostly with a focus on
electronic media and digital criminal investigation.

Communication

Sierra is familiar with most standard forms of communications equipment including radio, computers, and
personal communications devices. She is fluent in Yamataian and has a fair understanding of the
workings of most Trade languages, a skill that she picked up from her courses in the YNP Academy.

Entertainment

From the large amount of time she spent trying to “seduce” the attention of men near her, Sierra picked
up many talents along the way (many of which she learned online). She has a large amount of knowledge
in many different areas of promiscuous dancing, whether on a poll, a lap, or a dance floor.
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Technology Operations (Computers)

Sierra excelled in schooling when it came to the areas of computer infrastructure and programming,
mostly due to the assistance that she received from her parents. She is familiar with most forms of
civilian operation systems and is capable of reverse engineering all must the most complex of technology
and gadgets.

Rogue

Though she doesn't have any experience with getting her way from picking locks and slipping things from
someone's pocket, Sierra does have experience with getting her way through the art of seduction.
Everything from the way she stands to the way she talks always has some hint of sexual desire, and
every move that he makes is deliberately laced with slight actions intended to capture the attention of
the men around her.

Inventory

Sierra has the following items:

Issued

3 Standard Issue uniforms Uniforms
1 Nekovalkyrja Service Pistol, Type 30
1 Junsa armor
1 Standard Issue EM-K4-2a "Zephyr" Law Enforcement Air Car
1 Standard Issue badges Badge Pin
1 Datapad

Civilian Clothing

4 Pairs of Yoga Pants
3 Pairs of Jeans
5 Pairs of “Short-Shorts”
8 Tank tops

1 Sky Blue
1 Cobalt Blue
1 Scarlet
1 Hot Pink
1 Mint Green
2 Black
1 Purple

6 Pairs of Recreational Shoes
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22 Pairs of Socks
18 Underwear
14 Bras
5 Flip-flops

2 Black
1 Blue
1 Pink
1 Orange

1 Yukata
1 Red Yukata Sash

Formal Wear

5 Blouses
3 White
1 Red
1 Yellow

1 Pair of Black Slacks
2 Black Mini-Skirts
2 Knee-length Black Skirts
15 Different Dresses (most no longer than her mid-thigh)
26 Pairs of Heels and Dress Shoes

Miscellaneous

1 Toiletry Kit
1 Bottle of Shampoo
1 Bottle of Body Soap
1 Bottle of Conditioner
1 Toothbrush and Toothpaste
2 White Washclothes
2 White Towels
3 Hair Brushes
1 Manicure Set
1 High-Quality Razor
1 Stick of Deoderant

1 Pair of White Gloves
1 Furry White Winter Jacket
3 scarfs

1 Black
1 Red
1 Blue
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Finances

Sierra is currently a Sergeant in the Yamatai National Police.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds
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